




















“Nothing is original. Steal from anywhere that resonates with inspiration or fuels your imagination. Devour old films, new films, music, books, paintings, photographs, poems, dreams, random conversations, architecture, bridges, street signs, trees, clouds, bodies of water, light and shadows. Select only things to steal from that speak directly to your soul. If you do this, your work (and theft) will be authentic. Authenticity is invaluable; originality is non-existent. And don’t bother concealing your thievery – celebrate it if you feel like it. In any case, always remember what Jean Luc Godard said: ‘It’s not where you take things from – it’s where you take them to.’”










This is a draft for consultation,
a chance to dream and dance.

This is probably illegal
but I know we cannot be seen.

This is a collection of objects
no-one dares to discuss or move.

This is a space defined by perimeters,
with no room for mistakes.

This is an example of curious beauty
from the world of common form.

This is a celebration of interior time;
we must sit quietly very still.

This is the landscape of an empty mind.
I promise I’ll be back soon.

This is not what you meant
when you asked me to be your friend.

This is the dust of secrets and lies.








THE RETURN OF DOOM-HEADED THREE

The photographs you are taking now
will melt in the exploding sun.

The recordings you are making now
sound like all the others: ash.

There is nothing new under the sun
and soon there will be no sun.

We are in a strange place
and what was meant to be

will not be for much longer.




never puncture the trope never settle for a bricolage 
never unslap the meme never tag us truants 

never repeal squirms never postfix neutrals
never a doppelgänger never a diacritic umlaut 

never the counterpart never a capgras delusion
never long deceased never the limbic system

never social antipsychotics never about Pozzo or Lucky 
never about neuropsychiatry never about the uncanny valley

never are we teutonic knights never as body armor of barflies
never the Fregoli delusion never nociception left of harm

never the left hand nor the right hand of bit darkness 
never either/or from the basis of ethical behavior

never lock stock and barrel never combined conundrums
never the law of the excluded middle never noncontradiction

never addendums never appendices never a coda
never an introductory essay to offset the plunge 

never a reduction to Victor Eremita in an antique escritoire
never finally a foundation from which to the launch the narrative

never bloated beyond resemblance and hint
never shadowgraphed never refrained 

never unman the tyranny of autopilot
never unenamored of last acts

never winded nor fully nubile










The Underachievers did everything they wanted to,
which wasn’t much. The Unstoppable Achievers
made life difficult for everyone, were always
in the way, trying something new, making 
or doing. Why didn’t they ever sit down?

The Over-Achievers were unbearable,
the way they displayed their prizes
and medals, the silver cups on the shelves,
framed certificates on the wall.
What weren’t they good at? “Dying,

perhaps,” said Nurse Ratchet, flicking air
out of the syringes. The Unreliable Landlord
looked the other way and we buried them
with the Colonel. The Unstoppable Achievers
felt they did better now, the Underachievers

left the TV on and we gently suggested
to the investigation team that it was probably
their fault, that they were sure to be implicated.
Look at my qualifications now, the things I




Blank apostasy: reigns. 

Horned ogres.  
These possessions: heirs. 

The Died of Fits
doing battle




of seize. He defends against




in lieu of suit: these tests of ruin
bring famine

to the obese, wake the temple
from sand-sleep: hives. 
R. Apo of Paic  
tilts in prayer. 

Fear-radiance is prickly
with war scrolls.  

Remember the nephilim as mock 
deluge of grunt? I remember
standing over the body. 

I remember paqid and videbamur
sucked from the vacuum 
of Hebrew and Latin.  

Race the human super 
to heels, flat soles: to pay
a Does the Thing 
hurts. 

I un-earn from far away, out,
as progeny 
of the Elioud.   

Six fingers per hand, 
foot. Contain me/you in first 
witness of code. 

I can’t resist the obituary: 
we influencers.  

Select the slew. No one else 
could unclean choose
and shed the blood-fill. 

Any chance of a patibilis?  
Not today, crickets in neon light
resist the gnostic tip. 

Have a publish lift in final civil 
and threat The Demon. 

Yes, the Annihilation one
persecuted by a Hellenistic
drone.  

Did they say “sea-change”?
Kill them for use, against ourselves:
impiety and more incurable truths. 
Because alone divides 





Here’s what to pay: blood money
and 90 per cent of your crop.
No excuses, no hard-up stories,
no “what’ll my kids do for breakfast?”
schtick, just what is demanded.
Never forget how magnificent we are,
how hungry for everything, how
erudite, witty and learned,
despite all appearances. Dogsbody
is as Dogsbody does. I wouldn’t
wipe the floor with him.




Vintage stutter to rival Endgame
with Doom Headed Three’s Doomhamm,
Doomclov, Doomnagg and Doomnell
absent cameos though quadrilingual   
and late to the launch. 

We’ve been banned from the Doom
Sultan’s cotillion—how just ugh and omg! 
No weak of mourning for these progenies.
Doom spawn have no say, even to returning.

We appeal on their behalf, but they don’t sever
well, nor evenly. Does Doom Sultan have a name?
Doom Sultan Brorig Tiara Kcetteb III. 

This is his first and last appearance.
To speak his name is to be hung 
by the larynx. Screw progenies,
how about black sheep? Get in line
with all the other hemizygous. 

One of them will break through,
won’t they? One among millions
of diploids, most likely doubling back
through a moebius. Is our vintage stutter
hopeless? Will they catch the accomplice,
shifting here as copycat? Not is our lifetime,




Enter Mr. Probity will Pulcinella Hat. 
(Stage left. Eggs are thrown.)   

To be a battleaxe or not to be a blood hammer 
is a question for the frumpy hag—when puss 
is a warbler in suffering matter, the flings 
and burrows of bit foreclosure rip these thieveries  
or takes bulging biceps against a swarm of red 
dung-beetles and by swallowing, is initiated 
in the dung-brigade? To lie, to hurl—yes more; 
and by a hurl, to discharge blunt chunks of stomach 
lining, and a hundred billions megs of viral spam 
that a lush is bound to dunk? Ms. is a contortionist 
of shots who pukes her wish to be a devotee of history. 
To lie, to hurl, to lie, fat chance the bed will spin; fat 
chance to start again; mace is rubbed on the wound, 
for in this fleeting theft, bling comes to ruffle a totally 
sad roil of crippled genius and dry mouth gives a kiss. 
There’s a misstep that chaps almighty hide and lies. 
For who would stomp and suck these pores of processed 
cheese, the limp man’s instant classic, moogs in boobs 
of drive-by class stops to lay in offices of worms,
sucks the spur late at the outpatient’s triage desk. 
Ms. dunks the monk and stabs the brute? But barbells 
stop his fall’s test to shape and browse in dread 
of something after five, that swings a cam to plead 
this race to end country, faith in this new phase, unborn 
and cheating mass lost to GPS, makes us hate each other 
and the love the other’s sick insides that fly in texts 
to make appeals. Then it’s guilt that robs the grave 
and bears a slab of nothing we admit. Pitch yo homes, 
hey esse, oralé to thump the skull, sickened and shot, 
evicted and hung and nowhere native in this lost 




Salt, sugar, smoke: preserve those memories
from before the Renaissance of Itches arrived.

She is neither alive nor dead. She has 
no meaning, nor essence. She has no identity. 

We want her. We need her to escape extremes. 
She is neither present nor absent, neither active 

nor passive—not good. Not evil. Argonauts 
and Psychonauts journeyed inwards, convinced 

they knew how the dead intervene, ready to 
mediate, to patent, define, bring famine and ruin.

Wake the temple from sand-sleep; redact like a tract.
Here comes the pilgrimage prayer. Fear-radiance 

is prickly with war scrolls. Lead drink is the cause 
of seize. Take his life – promise the purification promise. 

Resist the elect! Bash a confession out of the few left.
Argonauts and Psychonauts journeyed inwards, 

overcome. Argonauts and Psychonauts journeyed
to the Afterlife Bar & Grill, convinced they were

mapping the subconscious, convinced they knew all.
Back to the lie! We have weakened into blasphemy,

purification and suffocation with crow: we’re stuffed.
We prefer to just cease. We lost our three-headed dog

and have ignored the last traces of the radical other,
the oppressive forms of the cruel majority. She is 

neither alive nor dead. She is neither alive nor dead. 
She has no meaning nor essence. She has no meaning

nor essence. She has no identity and we’re stuffed.
We need her to escape extremes and we want her,

oh how we want her. Salt, sugar, smoke: preserve 




With us, a transcendence of noema, a pure
intentionality of manifolds and variable
data in continuous use—like as liked, 

not its sarcastic swerve to object-poles 
of reverence—neither perceived nor judged 
	in opposition to all things—against, whatever

it is we’re against it, is untrue. We’re for everything,  
steal from anywhere that resonates, especially if already reused,
		not as after-the-fact-luxury,

but as the All. We, telos. We, the fork with prongs, stabbing 
	at nuggets invented from the massive weight of whims. 
		We are the final cause. Someone has to be, groping

in the semi-lit black past the vaguery of a headline. We appeal
	to vortices left unangled (unangeled?), to out body
		the out-of-body experiences. This air support

of our wide lids amazes even the most despicable among us—rapturists
	of hate, hating everything that moves. They claim severe
death to poesis, waterboarding, even drone attacks on whatever

moves beyond the irrealism of this and this and this. Choices
		play out in aging’s melancholia, but in little else. 
This is why we’re not not sitting down, nor not not standing 

up to sit down, mute in shouts hearing polyphonies
play perfect fourths, past harmony, then chromed in twelve tones,
	where we lift six inches above the floor at 9:23 PM. 

	Here, or there if we must concede to a context, whiffs
of the unpardonable deity begin to stink. Are we close? Are we mixing
		past conceit, to exceed moving past, stalking us as we turn

 a blind eye to doubt, tanning in the new radiance? 
That’s why there’s no sunblock today. We bake in the midday sun 
of a late November among oranges and limes, secured

in bit impulses of another day without rain for three
years. This sun, then, is part of our essences but we recoil 
from its poison rays as we share antithetical climates.

The secret? Avert the confessions of climate for ends 
	are never restored in biographies. Nothing in the body 
		is made in order that we may use it, says Lucretius,

	but our limbs are tropes pushing the edges of mainstream
		calls to order new movements in poetry. 
Will they recognize us even if we pass? No one really cares

	about our intimate details, unless they relate to their intimate
details. The disfavor of our novum. The organum is our narrative. Two
		voices are better than one. They regulate dissent 
	
	into pure self-reference—what the wannabe canonist’s imagine 
is their oeuvre’s goal. Fear not aspirant, we hear your calling. 
		No we don’t. No one does. Poets only hear themselves,

	unless they’re two. Not two identicals merged into one voice,
but two distinctives merged into two as two solos, one after the other,
	at times overlapped by spatial considerations but not temporal ones.  

		We continue because you continue—wouldbes, tryhards, among
the assassins trying to replace us with themselves. We’ll never admit 
			what we want because they’ll stops us dead.    





the edited dead. 
A holy
speck of somber disposition, the awe
against wrong,
just to begin, 
forgives the petition.  
I am the prayer of disembowelment,
soar in white above charity. How many times can I anoint
myself with perfumes? I forgot sundown, my spent
life-force groping to fast, mixing tribunals
	of earth, belly-up, circumcising
		affected air. Comes the sick
pun on heirs, the ancestor of one
tucked in a double acrostics,
cleansed of sin, again, 
for the moment, dreading




Take all. Take all. Take all. Take all
their kybalion knowledge—take their transmutation,

their mentalism, their correspondence, their vibration
and polarity and cast it out and about and nous 

to fulfill appetites gained by acting to prepare
for the metal plane. We have lived another day, say two.

Equates to the size of a toenail, but roughs up last night’s
insanity with some theurgical neon and iron lamps.

Ushers in the urge to diverge from putting forth again
then as before. The Critics of Argue have failed their end

and ours. We have failed our end. It beckoned like a naked
siren, but we were deaf to the Absolute’s passivity. 

A mere glitch in web pings. No worries. Just news feeds,
a polar vortex, the next serial killer hooked on Hot Pockets.

We asked each other the other day if any of these facts 
were included in Marsilio Ficion’s Corpus Hermeticum. 

You told me Hermes Trismegistus played lead guitar for Doom
when they toured. Unfortunately, I was wearing foam ear

plugs made by Emerald Tablet. I heard you in sways




Where? In this pastiche. Pastiche? 
You dis. Mock cognate?
Dude, where y’at? 

I at pasticcio. 
Yo, ya blazing homes? 
Naw, da blunt da pâté de foie gras. 

It’s Sherlock Marlap,




dead in they cribs. 






gospel of point blank. 
Bunch O’Randum Facks 




I can’t do without history or the promise of the future.
I took the grand tour and came home the same.

I do not recognize the animals in the ghost zoo
or recall inviting you in to my life or room.

Please vacate the premises. This is not a test,
this is an actual alarm. Women & children first.

Please stay calm and drown in an orderly manner.




Professor Tilbury, sir, body-bend the slur and kick
it thick with wit, crimp in thump-under, as sheen
and spray defrauds the umbilicus of a mobius, tied
to an armchair in a hazy drizzle. Tumble dry recess,
or scorch recede, the widow’s peak lifts what up sup 
from is you tenured in N-Everland by mossy shoots. 
Poison ivy in robes and cap and gut, pig-gut or skin,
glassed in by miniature emeriti in line to matriculate

and hunt goose liver. False alarm at the faculty senate,
Professor Tilbury you aren’t the mascot in a tin ascot.  
Yo Til, you a pre-Greek folk or volk or hooded yolk,
stoking da shit. Sad symbola of self-serving symbol
brings odor to pragmata in defense of dissertation
or to potty train a hamster. Cop a semeia Til. Take
a chill pill for the likeness of a God is impossible
to process without resin and a gold-mounted bow.

Take tortoiseshell, abalone or whalebone wrapped
in turquoise, then render the argument as a fortiori
rather than as a priori. You don’t have to get off
your couch Dr. Til. Let those fat-free contrivances
update your vitae and freshman English textbook. 
Take your wax tablet with a stylus and tag three
stoics to launch the new era from a feral thumb.




There is an opening in noise removal, a kind of transcendent negation,
negating itself like negative theology: 
the rarefied apophēmi, thus spake apophatic
by way of denial. It’s keeping me alive, literally, allied 
with the “is” of continues. I concede the edge,

roughing oblique, away from manner, away from back pain
to ordinary thought of a November morning. But resistance is futile.    
I know to role-play but forget to define the field
and whimper avoided. You’re there not rejecting the via 
negativa, because I may not make it to the end. 

This may have been the last thing I’ve written. We, nubs of atta,
question the counter-question of putting. The source 
is an ellipsis, both lie and secret of nobody cares. Meanwhile,
the scriptures of race play out in popular culture, 
its theoria in the eyes of elbows. My skin peels there, 
at elbow’s curve where our forefathers were cataphatic.

Not even close. Apostrophe. I read three pages of Aquinas’
Summa Theologica, only to forget to call. I don’t even remember
the creation of world, but know that the Prima Pars 
left us behind. Please give me par excellence. I want to live
another day in halos and chiaroscuro like Saint John
of the Cross looking stoned in the yellowed dark. 

He cared for the massacred empty where we met. Kenosis.  
I’ll empty out but you must stay filled. I bleed clichés but admit
to nothing of the sort. The originary segue was to a stomach 
cramp. I can’t self-surrender. It’s bullshit, the way The Anatomy
of Melancholy was a child’s bedtime story and prognostickes
was hot coco. See, I’m normal in the public domain of geist. 

So much has come before. I’m lumpish and ill-disposed:
insane in the membrane, insane in the brain, in which equivocal
and improper sense dull, make sour and displease. Shall we take pity
on the settled humor? No, no one has pity other than self-pity
and the affect of effect. Why haven’t we written nine hundred 
pages and raped a mannequin? Headlines my friend. We want headlines. 

Nothing relents. Nothing pours empty, and they blame us for absence
as we fade into genius, neglected. We just can’t be as cold
as cold empires waning in big data, but we try. Have a Dürer 
with a twist. They won’t remember us on Monday with spots
of Melencolia I. Can you still stand? No, my friend, I can’t. 
I lie half-dead, a rhombohedron in a three-dimensional cube,
breaking vessels. Faith keep or be kept, as later is a bit late. 

When you build up power nothing concedes. Not even blurry. 
Not even humility. Cross your legs homeboy, we make it fine,
though our pilgrimage is housed with your connections and street
creds. This wall wails. Hopefully, I’ll die and free the ailment of sustain.
Bring it on, though there is neither “it” nor “on.” What about bring? 




Officer Dogsbody? That’s Captain Dogsbody. 
No, I stink of delirium. My bad. Agog.
I’m Ambassador Dogsbody, Special Envoy
to King François Ie of France. His father Charles, Count 
of Angoulême, was haunted by Cyrano’s big nose.  
I bring augmented legislation from Suleiman
the Magnificent. Ambassador, we beseech
you and beg forgiveness as your humble servants,
but are we in a Rubik’s Cube? I know nothing
about Rubik. The conquest of the seas depends
on these dictums. Say, a non sequitur? That chaps
my hide. Have I been preempted by Ambassador 
Sequitur? E pluribus unum and si vis amari ama.
So help you god, speak man! Ambassador Dogsbody,
we prostrate ourselves to your auric splendor
and plead a modicum of confusion. My uncle,
Count Mo Dicum, was often misidentified as Vlad III, 
Prince of Wallachia, or Vlad the Impaler. Yes, 
we know him: Bela Lugosi or was it Boris Karloff?
Later in life he became a breakfast cereal: Count
Chocula. You will be beheaded. You will suffer
the fate of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Shit!




It’s a vacuum beyond 
grief, rigid, 
unyielding to delay: equation

modelling in roles
and sets. It stalks pleasure,

serializing 




dead to patented, dead to defined,
dead to motivated, dead to guided. 

It forms ridden: alimentary.
Its quip 
made to redact 
like a tract 
of mortis tracts. 

Comes the pilgrimage 
to lead inanimates 
back to the promise.  

It’s deferential: resists the urge 
to bash a confession
	out of those bastards. To serve 
a severe
master 
though discontent of the two other
sides to overcome 
not done.

It’s Über-Ich with an itch,
cut off from merge: ideal agency 
for not-any-human,





All hail social justice at the risk
of trope. Demographics 
before retail:
retail before base, base before combined
to forget the sale. 
  
It wants to come back interlocked,
traumatic with edge,
extolling ego.
	Nothing but das Es, 
das Ich and das Über-Ich. 

At the height
of its powers, it will die at the mercy 
of those who hated it. 
Not mere hate, sociolinguistic fury:
the kind in posterity: skin-rash





Intransitive? We move like nothing else 
on earth. Call us the “Doom Headed Three” 
because that is what we are. Your doom, 
though, not ours. And no idea where 
we’re headed or why. In the City of Dust 
we take paradise apart; the Emerald City
makes us green with envy. Paradise
is for fools and we skirt the city walls.

We linger a while at the Café de Place, 
imagining where we might go next and 
letting our memories catch us up. I have 
chronic metal fatigue and feel out of sorts;
there is something in the cloud up above
that bothers me, one nephilim too many,
a prophecy too far. There are systems
within systems that will make you change

your mind, undercurrents that will drag
you down and change your life. Not,
I might add, for the better. Coffee break
done we head for the hills: by the time
it gets dark we must be there. The crow
of fortune flies on ahead; Godot did not
show again. It is never worth the wait.




By quiescent faith, this faith in the Mother of Faith, we introduce
Mrs. Adeline Decrescendo, estranged wife of Mr. Thaddeus Puce. 

Her estrangement was her betrothal. A vegetative pun on collapsing
through the tyranny of repeating her tyranny of spam. Her proposal

was spammed. It was depeered to no avail by a scat technician named
Carlos Phisher. Phisher & Puce were well respected in the unsolicited

bulk sector. Adeline had always suffered from her grotesque red jowl.  
They called her Dame Blowfish, Queen of Proxy Servers. Her fame 

as a host zombie served only to further isolate her from her humanity.
Adeline, or “Adie” to her small coven, was herself a primal archetype.

Her ancestry was Çatalhöyük, circa 7,500 BC in Southern Anatolia,
140 kilometers from the twin-coned volcano of Mount Hasan. Adie

once lived surrounded by ornate murals in crammed mud-bricks huts. 
All was agglutinative. There were no footpaths between the huts. Holes

in the ceiling were doors. Rooftops were streets. Ladders held divinity. 
Cooking hearths held genealogies. Simplicity was a midden. She buried

her dead in pits beneath the floor, under her hut, to soak up the fumes.
Adie’s father was wrapped in a reed mat, his skull plastered and painted

with ochre to recreate his face. She hummed songs of aurochs and stags.
She sketched her dread with obsidian tools. Flanked by two black felines,

Adie jolted forward sickened by her bot-generated blue screen of death. 
Reboot the sucker, she yelled at the anonymous spammer. Romance died.

Identity theft lived. They were hosting registrars and autonomous systems,
but she had exhausted her credit, killing her mobile app. Mr. Puce balked. 

Mrs. Decrescendo mastered the art of subduing side effects. She demurred.
It was against her primordial nature. Her bromide. Her meme, snowclone,

#hashtag, mister mom, hipster, twittersphere, anyway, adv.conj, twerk, fan




A synthesis of gunpowder and lipstick
worn as a mask to the ball. It went
with a bang, although the band
didn’t show and the hatcheck boy
was unavailable for comment.

There was a different actor
for every gesture, for each addiction
a different cure. The mirror distorted
the corridors and the ceilings
were too high to see or imagine.

The walls appeared as faded as I,
and the courtyard gates were ajar.
There was no trace of the Colonel,
his troops or domestic staff;
everything was out of focus

even when approached from
a different angle. I had not known
the event was fancy dress
but fortunately I had on hand




Phantom radio for the Secret Elevator Party.
We dream and wish, ride up and down all night.
Between floors we are spangular and infinite,
dancing like dervishes, losing our shadows and nerve.

Magic words command the winding ladders
that connect imaginary floors of meaning
and the trails of tears we leave
when they clear us out in the morning.

We are unstoppable, will reconvene
when less deflated. Heretical glyphs
decorate the buttons that power us
up and down this shadowed shaft;

Lady Melodrama and the Magpie twins
are on the decks, DJ-ing and running
the bar. On the top floor there is
a view to die for, and the Colonel has

(died I mean), along with other crack
troops, crackheads, and cracked mutants
from the depths of our imagination.
Music is emotionally produced, 

apparently you can smell it, tell it,
from a distance, from afar. It is the old
myth about honesty and emotion
underpinning the language, the sound,

as if listeners or readers care or give 
a damn. Give a damn, I urge you!
Give us a night to love, to dance.
Give up the ghost and ascend!

The next Secret Elevator Party
is being held in secret in an elevator 
somewhere. Admission is five pounds.
Advanced psychosurgery will take place 

with surprise live music played
by special guests. Many suspect
Three Headed Doom will appear,
others that Doctor Ratchet will perform

a ritual hand dance upon the left flank
of Colonel Gibbet. Either way, abandon
your panic disorder and personal tasks




Fall out=curriculum vitae. 
Fall in=pedigree. 














The surplus of nothing is a disambiguation—the indefinite
pronoun of a vacant infinity in these six senses. 
Shall we nonexistence 
for a moment? Shall we great flood of hyperactivity? 
The Landlord of Mediocrity 
concludes corollary

and passes out of being. It seems next door to madness to accept this silly
plenum. Only concepts, no cameos this time, not even The Landlord
who masquerades as The Void, apart from his constituent atoms.  
Pure Idea unskins—the mock World Soul 
is drenched by William Blake. Still no cameos—mere cosmos
		
of hands out of removal of a Self. No canon ever existed except
as quantum foam. Today’s evangelicals brim with fire. 
Nature abhors a vacuum. That’s where we come in like the sucking
action of a pump. Nothing escapes. Nothing tapers. 

If only there were a stand-alone statement—something absolute
from which nothing recoils. A purity of dialogue with direct access
to the Almighty as he fawns over us. 

We want to be special.
	We want becoming to separate Being from Nothingness,
and other être-pour-soi. In separation, hence. Never separate—unified.  
Shall we meld in God? What suburban myth snaps? Never God,
	just an aggravated whiff of self-interest. Well’s being wells out. 

		A fallacy weeps. The devil is greater than nothing. 
		Nothing sames the same nothing, 
begging basement attributes. This ternary logic. Remember minus
one? I do in these triptychs, but they’re only two after all
and no scandals to speak of with faces emptied of mouths. So, cry
and beg. Someone is listening to this barrage. That’s the rub—someone 
as obtuse as a Facebook Like. It’s enough to be a nullable type 
and lose fiduciary value. You only matter if you worth. 

	Null greetings from the armpit of doubt where it’s raining
	for the first time in a year. We can’t control the abstraction feed,
nor light waves and ideal gas laws. We’re picked by zero and doom,
as doom seduces. The doom of three beckons its superfluity. 
		That’s why we care. We always cared. 
		We always had three heads, even in base converge
		and biopsy from a childhood bit 




The Underachievers were signed to 
the biggest record company ever
and catapulted into the charts
with their first ever release.

The Naked Missionaries
spread the musical word
and were unstoppable.
The Deadcuts never made it,

were out of time and out of 
sync, then out of time again.
Groove Taboo were the ones
to watch, except you couldn’t:

they broke up long ago,
having recorded only a demo,
“Mickey Mouse Kimono”.
The tape is in my cupboard,

the memories in a pickled brain
on my desk here. Now, we make 
ceremonies out of the air, know




Ballet boys? Bowie boys, batcave boys 
or obituary boys? The necrologist with a cob pipe 
says obituary boys was a hoax, a taunt. That’s Willie’s
stance. Rumor has it that Willie did sound design
for Doom Headed Three. It wouldn’t be Willie
without the epitaphios logos. Straight talk 
gives him a hernia. So goes laudation
with its twelve noble sons. 

He’d take The House of Hades 
were it on the market, but a schmuck
named Hector won’t sell. Give Willie liberty
or give him the seven pyres of corpses with hoodies.

Life in the Afterlife Bar is bliss with its Baroque
lighting. Locals rave about their public sepulchers.   
How about that wash basin and burial site? 
No one has ever died here, not even polis 
demons who work for The Demon
of Annihilation. Not true. Willie
died here, at the Afterlife Bar.
He suffocated on cocktail
weenies. Smoked ones. 

Will there be a preamble 
to this epilogue? Can the great
orator be summoned to wake the dead? 
Not a chance. Citizens aspire to Willie’s ideation 
and buckle under. How often is reflex misdiagnosed? 
At this point, we count fifty-five, well fifty-six
counting this one. Is anyone available 
for cryonics? Why even ask? Only 
Willie Faithhaven is the logical
choice. Freeze the ass! 

No one here is legally 
dead, though everyone is cryopreserved
in this liquid nitrogen archive. No singularity 
ever prevails. No cult of personality ever lives out
its octogenarian nostalgia. Cryoprotectants are used
but no one gives a shit. Some of the last holdouts hide
in denatured proteins, but are ultimately detected. Willie
says hiding is a farce, but hides anyway from all the cells
that have died. How much will you pay 




Doom-Headed Three were made to fail,
were only ever an excuse for The Colonel
and his associates to make money
from selling architectural memorabilia:

a group of transparent geometric solids
can be rearranged into futuristic estates
for living in, woven together with wire.
Deluxe sets include a small car

to park outside your personalised home,
ready to take you to work each morning,
back again each night. On a mystical level,
a repository of quantum metaphysics,

an introduction to pataphysics and
personal development, fragments of
knowledge from all creation myths.
Doomsters preferred to buy t-shirts,

as the band quickly shot to fame,
steeped in collusion and crime.
Privy to divine knowledge, despite
their bad taste in music, Doomsters

hoarded blank photographs, small stones,
transcripts of historical radio plays
exploring musical barbarism and
the way that noise consumed them,

spat them out several days later,
ears humming, noses bleeding,
stomach muscles damaged by
prolonged exposure to bass.

In popular culture’s labyrinth
the Panoptical Priestess saw all,
watched trade embargoes collapse,




I wasn’t looking for you but the Colonel was,
along with self-promoted General Puce,
Dame Blowfish with the Magpie twins
and an entourage of nurses and musicians.

I thought I saw Doom Headed Three
but it was only some DIY wannabees
dressed in an approximation of their
favourite stars. If I was you, I’d hide;

the Colonel wasn’t in a good mood
and seemed to have a warrant.
Shoot to Kill, was printed at the top,
do not try to converse or reason with

printed just beneath. The twins
were looking forward to rescuing
jewels and trinkets from your corpse,
Nurse Ratchet to the embalming.

I have booked a small pyramid
out on the ice for your remains,
beyond the reach of satellites
or reliquary hunters. Happy bliss,

and no encores to endure, 
no imaginary careers or contracts
to fulfil. We might even get you
a sainthood for your pains

or at least a mention in the pages
of the village magazine. Love dies
and the last days are an oblivion.




Demiurges rise from graves chanting “the nephilim suck the pores”,
with man-eating leaches in tow. Rotted bones jerk in corpse-soaked
ponds. Fires burn in the distance with shipwrecks. Skin-boiled imps

haul wagons full of skulls with death knell and starving dogs. Traps
decorated with crosses are manned by legions of the undead. King
Dead rides a mangy horse and carries a scythe. He plays the hurdy

gurdy in a punk band called Doom Headed Three. Their hit, Spindle 
and Distaff, was on the radio last night. Here’s the cardinal in his red
hat with a barrel of gold coins. Skeletons dressed in winding-sheets

refuge beneath a coffee table. Wine flasks whip around in the storm.
Pallid rolls of bread are made of pared human skulls. Fun howls up. 
The fighting breaks out among two gallows worker and a herdsman. 

Hysteria unveils its disease of cells with bubbling purple-black mud. 
Newborns rise from the adamic clay. A shrill chorus of Three Headed 




Broken glass, broken minds,
reflected in the greenhouse
of a lost utopian garden.

Shadows come to stay
and there are plants
which have outgrown

their welcome, as well
as trees in skinny rows
that produce no fruit

for harvest. Trowels
and truggs, long dark










into an imaginary past.





I may be dead during our next repartee,
spent by a spate of repetitions,
repeating this one to the forensic specialist
who only knows futility and cynicism—just another dead guy
in his mid-fifties. We get these types twice a week. 
What’s this about our efforts to decrease
the surplus population? That’s me, Uncle Abner.
You’re only worth what you earn. What’s this about urns? 
Yes, I was shopping for an original George Hepplewhite,
but would settle for a cheap coffee-grinder. For ashes?
It is your plan to grind your ashes for a hot beverage?
It is Uncle Abner. It is. Nothing soothes a broken man
like a Mayan Funerary Urn Latte with extra foam. 
I like mine with a dash of swan’s neck pediment.
Cremation is so final, isn’t there an intermediary step? 
An ode of postponement, or perhaps a dirge 
of scheduled-you-on-the-wrong-day. Say,
how about valet at the masquerade ball. No sir,
Uncle Abner, it’s time. You see, things run their course.
You mean people run their course. Yes. Entropy 
melds its scintilla, thinning specks, skinning its pickled
pork bellies to slices of spicy meat. What chance could a figura
etymologica have in an age of instant disposability? 
Yes, we do: What art thou that usurp’st this time of night,
Together with that fair and warlike form…we do what to gain yes?
No, just a sleight of hand, in case someone loses track
and needs a reference. How can I put myself out of misery
without pain? That’s it soldier, you can’t. Uncle Abner,
I had so much more to say in this age of brutality and safe poetry. 
Too bad you weeper, only the strong survive, 
and as for poetry, look at the Nobel Laureates




It was neither Colonel Marsupial Baltrice, Mr. Marlap
nor Mrs. Merlot who stood over the dead body, broken
with glass and broken with mind. It was Jimmy Æthelstan,
thug king of the bottom two, waxing Mercian in the hood.
We heard the news from the panoptical priestess’ tweet. 
#Yo J-Ecgwynn. He dead. The high school in the vinyl 
town, near the Velcro border of the M-Mini-Supermarkup,
held a séance. Horror hit the latest. Went missing. Pin up.
Brunanbruth spun the beats. We’re gonna party like its 937. 
They protest the Annals of Clonmacnoise. Less this race.
Is Penrith in South City? Only on Thursdays. The rest
of the week, no-fly-zones. Call this book The Skirmish
of Point Blank. There is a new voice but it’s very hard
to find through the confessional, media pricking pomp.
Make It New, Olaf. Where Ezra failed in Anglo-Saxon. 
That hoary-haired warrior, bereft in the fray of the police.
Take it off the page. Slaughter ever surpass these words. 
Pound it. Pound it. Pound it. Pound it. Pound it. Pound it.
It’s a golf course today. Bones of a nine iron. A staccato
for our soundscape to par. A handicap for a battlefield. 
Three strokes to the trans-pennine. The brambled never
made any sense, even now where she sprained her ankle.
They can’t just glad. This octave. Tremolo. Happy sharp. 
Bottoms up to Symeon of Durham, now a hack caddie 
angry that Bill Murray doesn’t know of him in his time.
The greatest actor forcing all constituent parts to side in. 
Our freeman status is a translated body ride to the arrest.
No tomb. A hung jury. Too much bad news bad to rate.
Only the confessor survives. Sooth Malmesbury burials.
Nothing augments Egil’s Saga, even if you’ve not heard
of him. Nobody has, like Passenger 57, lost on Netflix.
#Yo J-Ecgwynn say the near death experience too near. 
Maybe her last night. Nobody see Vin Moor. In annals.
No one breathe. No one the noble stone. No one Geoffrey. 
Cause all I ever have, redemption songs. A crown. First 
time instead of a helmet. Thorns. Halos. Shawls of heresy. 
The new ordo was influenced by the two penny ambients. 
No archbishop of narration will decree a triumphalist end
to addiction’s need to create character’s in lieu of a true
self. As many as none are empty. These new voices, but. 
Jimmy Æthelstan has no role. He exists only in our name.
When love dies. Accordingly. Prevails. Some are misborn. 
Tropes are now everything at the head of the list of laity. 
Absolutely nothing to do with preludes nor with raw 1805
beating against clocks. A generation lost in space. Youtubed.
They have no childhoods says the Cliché Counter. Pugged.  
God save the Queen’s Obamacare. Jimmy Æthelstan mourns
the invasion and calls upon recruits to Pay It Forward. Many
have been made redundant and blame the Saxons. Red states.
Once we get to the Synoptic Gospels, there’s no turning back. 
Free to independence and co-dependent. Only rabbinical mass
of the weight of Akiba can stable the brow. Out of left field,
Samson’s hair greys finally out of puberty. These Nazirites 
and their Delilahville squint to focus more under a buck fast 
food. Tolerance. Some die in Canterbury in 926. Some die
surrounded by no-weather in the Place of Oranges. Family. 
They reign supreme. The last days must live beyond when. 
Frankpledge, the frith-borh parody, is someone to describe
us when others won’t. Can’t resolve by easy instability. No. 
This final Shut Out Night. Don’t squander The Surety Oath. 
No one can hold it. Not even retort, nor literally peace-pledge
to aid the effort. Did Jimmy Æthelstan discuss his father? His
father died recently and left him nothing but many Court Leet. 
We leave you to it and can’t continue. It’s killing us. Please read. 




The elephant is not in the room,
it is in the pool behind the cathedral
or marching down the high street
in black and white on a postcard.

The thing you fear the most
cannot be named but is always here,
unspoken in conversation,
mentioned in asides and footnotes.

The band we loved the most 
split up and never reformed,
their music unheard for years
has never been re-released.

The three-headed monster
guards the doors to the past,
is outside the future’s portals,
can never ever be tamed.

The elephant is a rogue
who seems to live forever.
He has become part of history;




We don’t teach or learn in straight lines
We don’t understand analogies
or recognise unusual correspondences,
can’t conceptualize the anthropocosmos.

With arms outstretched we author
internal coherence and desire,
imagine reconciliation and mourn
the death of metaphysical unity.

The flowers give honey to the bee,
the bee stings predators that come
too close; when we are stung
we ache and swear and wait

for the pain to go, having built up
traces of immunity, memories
of processes along with ideas
for beeswax sculptures

we might build in the future,
when we can function as artists,
make use of heavy softness
and brute intervention.

The artist is alchemical,
the teacher a poet of realities
greater than herself. History
echoes on through time as time

expands and contracts. We live
with dreams of restoration
and rejoicing, beyond




I wave adieu 
to Colonel Marsupial Baltrice 
before the Missa 
pro defunctis. Me, in death and mourning,
first entrance antiphon: accusative. 
I scatter ash among muck 
in the introit to appease the Patri. 
No respite for this infidel. No stint in gunpowder 
and lipstick. No requiem aeternam dona eis, domine. 

I remain in use, audible, but hidden in italics.
	The haunt encroaches. Bacteria. Incense.
		Flip-flops. Agnus Dei. To whom do I owe
the pleasure? It is I, the redeemer minus one. Who died?
There is no Gloria in excelsis Deo. No one. I trust you, completely. 
I give myself to eternal life and panic disorder.   

We will be resurrected on a Tuesday and will flaunt 
the Greek parastas 
and the Slavonic opеlо. 
	How can the normal be found in this death of a march? 
Sack a saint and watch him deflate. No walking. The Never-Die cheer:
		our skin-worms destroy,
		our skin-worms destroy,
		our skin-worms destroy the fleeth and more stay. 

Where are the Seek-Succour’s? High heaven 
distills twelve laborers
with sets of chops. Suffer 
us not in brute fancy. The dead will die in the Lord
of Rude Conceit. Save me from the wicked stilt. Save us
from these wicked stilts holding up the eyes. Crutches. They don’t remember
the earliest surviving polyphonic setting. Call the fauxbourdon
			to contrast. We’ll appeal but don’t call us archaic. 

A Trend-Setter objects. No surprise. Have we arranged 
the reliquaries? Not likely, 
nor have we performed an a cappella. 
This is serious. No omissions. No resolve nor dirge for Colonel 
Baltrice. The bandit is dead. This is his oratorio of persuasion. 
It’s non-flammable. 

Frankly, I’m relieved and listen to October crickets crack
silence with their broken rhythms. 
I hate nature. I’m unnatural. If only the salvator mundi would throw me a bone,
but I twitch with a luz bone instead of a spine. No throw
is forthcoming. If I could only sleep.
We sleep in jest: this Month’s Mind. Life-Cliché speaks: die already. The people
are board and resent having to work this hard. Your point? It’s pixilated 
with critical acclaim. The real new: step less on the pattern. I won’t cut
my hair. I won’t breathe as much. I’ll drink less water, riding 
a ghost bike through its Dries Irae. The triptych locks
now that we are close. Very close. I’m scared. No joke,
Sardonic-Empire, close. Have a mummification. Toast,
and spare no remorse for suffering. 
Suffer the angelicum and rip the rib: this day
of judgment: this farce of selfhooded-we-in-one thwart.   




We’re exciting. Tuba mirum 




This caper. These accomplices.
A random malapropism, 
say as Officer Dogsbody,
but I translate you for brain. 
Why be obtuse when you can be abstruse? 
A tidy sum, wouldn’t you agree? 
No, we’re after pure liberation
with a tad of libertine. That’s why we demure
to Mr. Probity. It takes two: double and alias,
shadow and avatar, to cast the perfect 
artificial anthropoid. It’s blind mockery,
that deference to William Archibald 
Spooner with terruffic striggles. 
We’ll refrain from those annoying 
morphemes. Was that belly 
jean pepped in stew? Simply
due to the smell of sulphur? Never
mind, I’ll smell it with me pint,
hypodeemic nerdle and concede 
it’s dangerous, and we’re frivolous




“Mountains house the gods,
caves are entrances to the underworld,
sacred rivers wash away sins
and ferry crossings are places of transition”,
says Philip Marsden in his new book,
which is clearer than your twisted gospel
and bunch of random facts.

But Professor Marlap is more inclined
towards a hell on earth, a system
that condemns us all to life eternal.
And as for Pozzo? I prefer pizza:
margaritas with some olives on top.
Pozzibly one of the worst jokes
in this arcane delusion of a text.

Scared or sacred? Both if the nephilim
are roused. Angels on the earth?
Something’s amiss, there’s prophecy
and trouble afoot; things interfered with
and misdirected. Crossed wires,
misunderstandings and misery.
Theological knots and contortions

that will take centuries of torture
and war to forget. My sacred river’s
mostly a mudflat, the cave I found
a dead end full of high tide debris.
I refuse to pay the ferry charge,
prefer to drive the long way round.




In the global republic we count for nothing,
are a footnote in a chronicle of soldiering
and musical asides. Ley lines spread
from everywhere and anywhere else
to meet where we currently are.

Some wear leather, some prefer lace,
others are anonymous in city clothes
or outfits for a hard day’s work.
Nothing but the venue has changed,
although it is tempting to despair.

Cosmopolitan desire drives us
to distant countries and other ways
of thinking. Panic disorder is a state
of mind, a Kantian transposition
of power, silence and emotion,

but also something reassuring
because it’s always there.
I have an inability to choose,
a desire for chaos and chance.
Each poet founds his own club

and this is mine, this my creed: 
MAKE LIFE WORTH LIVING.
If you don’t then it isn’t, if you
disagree then you are wrong,
and things once said cannot be

taken back. If we are in the wrong 
city then let us perform impromptu
in the street. I have the metabolism
of a hyperactive sloth, the constitution




From our snowy ship
we avail ourselves of dirigible dreams
to take us away
over the ice to the gates of our city.

Would that give us new perspectives
on the fictional lands
we lay claims to? No struggle, no progress:
storm the cyber blockades

and fight the spectres of the past
which control us.
Over the causeway lies the future
of our shipwrecked minds,

the hidden possibilities of going places.
Our willful subjects
ignore us, we strive to educate and control,
form a unified field

of skeptical ergonomics and sovereignty
in the frozen north.
In this landscape of fictional memory
ideas float away

and we are untethered,
have no idea where or why we are.
Nothing but the angels




Home—the bounty of fixation—the last haunt,
what dies in oneself first at rebirth’s
stasis the Monday after The Eve of Wonk. 
More redemptive false alarms, hopes spanked
by the furies of usury—the dreaded Erinyes sucking
away their portion of our formation. 

We strengthen to self-curse our oath, our personal 
vocabulary of sound unheard by the slack lepers
of noise in Ptolemaic music of spheres or born from crests
of sea foam. We strengthen, our odds against flow 
tripped up by staccato lines, blood-shot eyes,

brass-studded scourges doomed to continue
from the slightest hint. We’re just a geyser,
have no source other than tension’s jettisoned
force to produce the next mark, the next entry,
response, late sliver of raw light fixed for the next




There is no archive and our research is worthless.
                          The dissolution of the library continues.
There is no sense of self, we are just a caricature.
                          The bombast rings a little hollow.
There is no publisher prepared to publish our work.
                          The critic stands against a black backdrop.
There are no readers waiting for news of our book.
                          The strangest of creatures is the author.
There are no customers scouring the shelf.
                          The picture is imbued with despair.
There is no excuse to be doing this.
                          The opposite view is also true.  
There is an overall sense of ritual.
                          The earth is being humanised.
There are no reasons left at all.
                          The light is fading fast.

                          There are no laws of motion.



















but patronizes a non-neutral
we. The royal 

we of pluralis maiestatis,
glittering

with sprinkles of quid
pro quo—tat that tit  














The circled tick of stet—I.
I—dash, dots. Stet




the error. Mark 
us with a sic. Backronyms 
have taken their toll.

Candor can’t last 
is said in copy. I said. 
They gave up
on us.  

I—the bracketed sic,
against it, whatever it is 
on a postcard. 

Sick of sic?
The chained sum of no fan
base—I, is a full stop. 

I—cold in the backlash 
of late francophone,





a meme. I—preceded by recte,
am a poster 
child 













Gitanes and the souveraineté
of gypsies with fire-flued 

method of curing 
tobacco. I—the rice 






by a 1931 Phillips radio, model 
930A. Brutes

smoke Gauloises from Turkey
and Syria in a Hookas with shishas 
in vapor smoke for head-bow

and vector bowls—the water pipes 
obviate, bubble and release 
this Retriever into the sludge.

Treads high in dark waster near 
its purge point, before

passing bings air and water-tight
vessels to a bowl and stem 

apparatus. Summon the bucket 
box with sterilized bottle water. Stir

in some Scrubbing Bubbles





it has been a long time, 
hasn’t it, and it’s probably
all my fault. I apologise.

Dear Mr. Marlap,
it is none of my concern
and I would prefer
to not be told the facts.

Dear Mrs. Merlot,
leave the drink alone.
Do you know what he does
when you are drunk?

Dear martyr to the cause,
I’ve no idea when 
I last wrote to you
but this will be goodbye.

Dear Professor Patience,
soon, soon, I promise.
But please don’t hold




Spent by a spate in Grand Banality 
with its traffic jam of oysters, I discover 
the English language has moved beyond us.
Dare we say it? Us, the Branded We 
of a thousand documentaries yet to be made,
left behind like figs in an empty potato sack. Rapiers
have cut our tropes. Bare bodkins have wounded 
our insupportable dramatis personae, leaving them to be saints
of a Moribund Hagiography. But how? When, in stasis 
did this occur? In the crevices between pauses, unarmed
devotees of one good night’s sleep.
		Where’s your bae? She’s vaping in my crib,
her gameface in normcore. Man, is she a slacktivist?
Not on my watch, homey. She’s a budtender. Damn
this liquid-soaked poly-foam. A resurgence of a recess
of type and tone consume. We begin the slow road 
to obsolescence in our time. We’re preparing for our shiny
reliquary to be opened in 2024 by a ten year kid digging
in his backyard. Can’t get us heathens of the dead word! 




Our photograph album is now updated.
Everyone has their masks on, all names
have been removed. Some images have
been redacted: black lines across the eyes
and face make us all unrecognisable.

In the corners of our rooms lie piles of dust
we have swept up and carefully collected.
Our future is under construction,
the furniture will arrive before too long,
once we have marked out floor areas

and decided where each of us can stand.
The banister is shrouded, dust sheets
keep it clean, the stairs are not yet
carpeted, what will be the basement
is full of rubble and designer dreams.

This not a house, this is evidence,
of how and when and why we live,
our motives and our movement
across the years, through the light
which casts crisp shadows

and catches us unawares,
caught in the today, the now
of the empty table, backyards
full of dirt and despair we have
exhaled and discarded

about as we awkwardly
posed for the camera,
smiling to order or turning away,
leaning conspiratorially




Drums empowered a generation
and drove us to war. We made love
to a backbeat and backcombed our hair
until it went out of fashion. Machines
changed the music and made dance
more popular than the blues
which we forgot in the heat 
of the moment, under the gaze
of the girls across the room
and the influence of drugs and 

dreams empowered a generation
and drove us to war. We killed
to a backbeat and shaved our hair
until we ran out of razor blades.
Machines were made to kill
and we forgot being popular;
better to stay alive than burn
in the heat of the momentary 
flash and gaze of the enemy
across no-mands land as they

beat their drums and we fought 
a rearguard action and sang
to taunt them, flipped the finger
across flare-lit space and
turned the music up until
their ears bled. Machines 
can hurt but not as much
as the careful human
who forgets they are human,




Professor Tilbury left the department in a huff, convinced his research was being disregarded, and that he had found the answer. No-one knew the question, however, and although they were concerned for his well-being, they did not for one moment suspect he would go home and summon the demons he did, or bring the world to crisis.

“No-one in their right mind would have thought it possible,” said a department spokesman. “I mean, this magic stuff is just bullshit and trickery, isn’t it? We are rational human beings, who understand everything in the 21st century.” This failure to blur the divide is symptomatic: if we cannot interpret imagery and myth, we are doomed to inadequacy.

Your own angels and demons, our own angels and demons, are leaving the universe, which is constantly expanding. Apparently this explains both the big bang and the impossibility of God, who declined to comment when approached for an interview. This is hardly unexpected though: magicians, mediums and mystics have sabotaged our interior lives and abandoned us in the desert of doubt and disbelief.

If time is an endless river, then I am drowning in the moment. If the moment is of no consequence then time is an endless river. Discuss, using impossible grey along with a hint of red shift. Avoid the black hole of doubt and appropriate the impossible as only you know how. Somewhere under Neverland is Wonderland, the Heartland, Homeland; and consolation by the bucketload. Loss has become an irrelevance.

The future is teeming with the unlikely. Secrets and lies, magic and mystery, do not work in a vacuum: you must believe and disbelieve, balance the impossibility of nothing and everything. Remember, you cannot control the world emptied of meaning, you cannot demand that doubt disappears or that truth comes over the horizon to announce itself as Absolute.

There are no excuses left, there are no questions to be asked. Drink the golden milk and swallow the prescribed medicine. Take it on the chin. Listen to the walls, listen to what the doctor says, listen to the music of the universe, look into my radium eyes. There is no true text and research is useless. No-one knows anything and no-one else cares. Professor Tilbury has pulled the curtain over our eyes; we must now turn out the lights and leave.







yogic commission default 
free-for-all interior design 
polliwog pentathlon song
witch withering on the vine
dry wall escape route 






never lose your shadow
never forget the time
never love anyone else
never be the impossible saint

sticks and stones calypso
abandoned self-portrait 
permanent closure well meant
coincide with impossible grey
shadow stain axial terrorism
downed flag swansong gripe
histories of cheating hearts
half the price you deserve 
twice as long as forever
oceanic new land despot
warning of fog bound storms
shared absolute death dreams

never take the first watch
never pity winter’s fires
never pull the trigger last
never climb the spiral ladder

last light night wreckage












never even said goodbye
never read the footnotes
never revisit the future




One by one they come on stage,
one by one I aim and shoot.
Character assassination
is my game. Something’s afoot
in the world that we inhabit
midway between heaven
and hell. I smell a rat, 
dislike minor parts, object 
to failing my audition.

Proberty stole all the speeches,
Ladsberg invaded backstage,
Cherise and Puce became
a much-loved double act
on TV Saturday night.
Only Probity found himself
with nothing to do,
and soon Officer Dogsbody
put an end to that too.

Line them up for a curtain call
watch them fall over,
watch them fall down.
I watch myself on the news:
new terror alert as gunman
runs amok. In the sky above
drones seek and find but fail. 
In limbo no-one can hear 




He comes running (well more of a lope really),
across the field towards us. It is unnerving
how his heads loll and his tongues drag
and conduit dribble towards the earth.

He comes howling, all three voices raised
in an ungodly and unearthly song of pain,
of self-loathing and self-hate. He fears
what he has become, these mutant heads
upon his shoulders, how Major Bumble
has taught him to obey, to observe
his prey and the arbitrary rules
he has decided to impose.

He comes running, more of a scuffle
and a drag really, towards the camera,
towards us in the cinema. We clap 




Up in the crest, a granular crack of mold-dust summons rebirth
in our squad—palingenesis. We’ll avoid the cavity of being born 
again a poisonous mite of karma or a waxy clump of samsara

to listen to their hit, “Druid Perfume.” They did play, October 30th
at The Powdered Thracian. Doctor Ratchet and Colonel Gibbet stole
our bodies and jumped through The Myth of Er to head-butt below

the stage. The Son of Armenius hit him with a bottle and didn’t give
up the ghost. A gallery of peanuts were satirized by Lucian. Lucian?
Lucian Gibbet, the Colonel. He’s the guilty one, your honor. We tag. 

It’s a crime of passion. They stole our bodies and left us for quickly
dead. You see, each section is self-contained, a unit of purified poesis
to expand the Linear Myth of Ears. So the Myth of Er was a typo? Not

exactly. Shreds of priority seep into each addition, ad infinitum for now
and then due to returns. That’s jollity. An idiot savant said that last night.
When we regard ultimate aim, a kind of teleology of pedantry, we shimmy

and bust moves to stay awhile, according to medical records. We intersect
by syncretic appeal to forgive a debt. Don’t hurt us for this machine rage.




Puce. It must be puce. Or raspberry.
Some kind of purple meets red
meets undefinable. The meaning
of the word does not matter here,
nor its derivation. It is different
from music, not the same kind
of notation at all. It is all a question
of degree, of squinting into the sun







they knew all the answers.

They were wrong. Egos
swallowed common sense
and fed on mutant ideas
and the idea of fame.

The ghosts of thought
constantly haunted us
as we dribbled in the corner
and tried to remember

how we came to be
dressed like this and sat
on these damp chairs,
how it had come to nothing.

Argonoughts and Psychonoughts,
the zeros and ones of history.
Argonauts and Psychonauts:




His holiness, Dr. Nephilim Godot, wakes up from a dirt-soiled sleep. 
I am one נפילים slippery with deluge. This is my hyena 
Pozzo the Septuagint, or Pozzo the Theodotion, or Pozzo
the Latin Vulgate, or Pozzo the Samaritan Targum, or Pozzo 
the Targum Onkelos or Pozzo the Targum Neofiti. 

Pozzo’s name is as fickle as the plagues. My son’s
named Anak Pozzo, in honor of my father Prep-Hanak Ben-Bar Pozzo. 
My wife, Mrs. Begat Offspring Godot, is High Priestess 
and Treasurer of Hammurabi.Org. I sit on her board.
We’re stewarding major gifts and running a capital campaign

to improve our Sons of God facility as the roof is leaking. 
Do you remember The Epistle of Jude? I don’t. Just joking: little comedic 
interlude to defray this mock-biblical tension. Wait, I do: How that they told 
you there should be mockers in the last time, who should walk 
after their own ungodly lusts... I, Dr. Nephilim Godot, am not a mocker. 

You’ve misquoted the Second Epistle. It’s rockers not mockers. 
Then, yes, then. The Godot Family are Rockers. I’m going off the rails
on a crazy doctrine of the virgin birth. Are you composing an encyclical
letter? We were trying to avoid that. That consistory is worrisome. 




There is something in the cloud that moves towards us.
Avenging angels in lipstick and sequins, nephilims
become cybercondriacs, and one small animated chicken
adrift from a Hollywood cartoon. It is not a cloud at all,
it is dry ice, a special effect to enhance their entrance.

It is all smoke and mirrors, sheet metal thunder,
and a tape recording of what they imagine we might
think the voice of God might sound like. Observe
the world quaking: we have lost our communal mind
if this apocalypse scares us. Please try harder,

this is meant to be the end of the world, not a drag
queen cabaret full of artists in denial. Second time
it works better: a change of music, four horseman,
demons and their entourage, less glitter, more smoke,




The remix sounded brutal,
rhythm written across the surface of the song,
screams buried under the surface,
textures sharpened and scraped to points
of sound to harm the listener.

The words were written
across the horizon, a hundred feet high,
inscribed on the Nazca Plain,




to influence and change musical perception.
Their personal vocabulary




the formation of Three-Headed Doom.
They did not know




modal correspondences and noise;
the sound of metal
crash landing in an abandoned crater




nonchalance is non chalance of tomfoolery ubiquitous left of fandango 
xhaled in cream seasons of hell where Francisco de Leefadeal became 
fashionable with the aristocracy here in our family album bereft blood 

tainted blue among guitars and castanets or hands clapping towards one 
another and the world is usually bipartite as cante of four octosyllables
from the first copla repeatedly posed for the camera which casts shades

on crisp shadows the archetypes from the collective unconscious which
do not exist nor primal fear and disposable heroes to these if archaic
patterns were discernable beyond the blurs and tugs of eye creases

as a trickster who interacts with the outside world from the insides
of accountability as the mother or the fool and nothing but a tabula
rasa in a backyard full of dirt empirical in the solid content behold

the assclown au font is not a deterrent even for the sake of a cogito
not therefore ergo sum and all names have been removed from these
axial systems of crystals which are impossible to apprehend designers

of dust sheets which take our motives to the logical ends of conceit
because we transcend any and all limits of judgment for Plato forms
figurative in the modern primordial sense of these narrative a bypass

b claims an end on a high note imprints a coin of portraiture turning 
away from before too long and it lives in the world at large to dwarf 
any critique nor any accusations of obscuration a dialogue preempts 

with a sharp monologue to end father mother child devil god old man
old woman trickster hero fool shadow maiden chief and lucky anima 
smiling to order the latest man in iron or iron substitute exercises a

will to power over nothing really just nothing and nothing is known
to apprehend the fluid core and those remnants of surging energies 
and creation per se to explain snakes rats bugs phobias of raw vitality 

better left undiagnosed cornered in our rooms and posing for cameras
with cracked lenses as scoffing determines our level of individuation 
in proximity to the first template closely enough to cause this concern

for any collectives even small ones with banisters tricking ones safety
as all are pedophiles stalkers and impromptu terrorists of this one for
raising money against the rites of passage carefully collected parented

and widely adopted as innate as our motives prepares to court a demise 
worthy of Shakespeare and a feeding response falls The House of Usher
or more likely Kardashian bare ass naked in revolt against our vitality  

and mute revolt to care slighted about triggers and the street in a revolt
against jurisprudence and flashmobs synced to wonders of an ethnology
downsized to a Doom Headed Three or less than highlights of smells and

mother triggers immense in their repertoires of sign stimuli now replicating
the somatic status quo so we do not have to busy in repose as agents still
attacking repose and layers built as obvious networks in backyards filled

with dirt are due for political lampooning and the theft of instantly dirty 
for exit polls weary of psychoids defer to the most recent neurology tags
crystallized against again simple reductions but we cook gold in an over

time of less hours processing a bit less than the processed allows for
airport travel where our original names make the most different flags
determining form and the arcane function of King Kong or The Bride 

of Frankenstein concretized as motif to deliteralize the motive of itself
or the archai under construction as our future not when cautionary tales
suck out the dangers of becoming animate within fantasies of assembled

belief for any occasion as early as Paracelsus forging a trial psyche offers
trial psyches ripped from brains during thunder and lightning storms gods
are as crazy as the psychodynamics ushered in to prevent their spreading

in one more immune suburb walled off from pop cultural color to great
color as mixed color depicted in obscene gestures of a little less colored
color for the basis of the game we updated is celebratory and accessible 

arguably to help ourselves survive to create modern alternative lifestyles
that resist cooption under pressure to conform to the latest linearity now
narrowed to serve the base confessions of social media this so much less

than the identity of stock characters plucked from history pagan gnostic
feminine unorthodox linked to celebrity abs boosting tanned profiles of
risk for free color codes become simple and easy to grasp nuance stances

of generic decontextualization seeing right through us smiling with cramps
stripped bare of their cultural context trying to believe that it is not a mere
colonial device for no one was here before designing what dreams may

come to shuffle off this mortal coil with land grabs Greek rooted in pater 
first molded in a prequel with Mister Probity who lays concrete pillars on 
all last names beginning with P like Plaxitus the mouthless vendor of clay

finger foods and curios not content to fade nor recede with lines of triumph
heavenly accented for affect and current quest to dispute anything taken 
lightly or photorealistically such as the recently sainted Father Simulacrum

wearing hand scissored sweats cuts in ridges to effect a little less outcome
than point and shoot outcomes which are still outcomes but not by much 
not winning for losing a playoff berth daring not to invoke some twilight

of idols toppled in by celebrity scowls applauding to be right back minty
with advantage ignoring reliable input or not that reliable more the lure
of a privileged position unchallenged and not overturned by our flashmob 

fancy cooked like gold wearing tee shirts here where there is neither model
nor the pretense of reality minutes before the only mirror in the apartment 
is broken in the weakened dry wall well so much for dry wall screws with

with their red bolsters and self operating robots so much for coming to life
puppets and feathered scarecrows within the various body parts of Victor
with adjustable robotrix as Pygmalion and sculpted resemble monsters 

named Vocaloid once created through alchemy as a miniature humanoid 
derived from a race of statues derived from snow and Terracotta armies
only to be misnamed Gingerbread Man by a small girl and a witch named

Uley from North County well East of North County in an unincorporated 
section called Ushabiti where living dolls mock cyberpunk by reciting lines
from North by Northwest for us the caricatures of hungry for facial features

that fall short of a real lapse in dreading descent from on high because it is
too short too infrequent too often interrupted by a glossy canopy endemic
to the empty meme retelling these stories from the first stanza on to no one

still here to offer brain in a vat feedback to pelt qualia with undisputable
darts and abstract take a ways bundled in the optical nerve changing over
time from saturated color to opacity and back like Helen who came back 

from all those essence theories to report on the ineffable the intrinsic the
private the apprehensible to a small audience sorted by odd numbers and
raw feels versus a cooked feel of dated gobbledygook and two more of us

gibber gob gab revolted goo to foul people loopedholed in this key flow  
of clutter and slop jargon metaphysics discarded in edits and in twaddles




“Bumbler,” rather, “Three Headed 
Bumbler.” Let’s look for flakes 
of cerise in our eyes. I checked 

the 1930 A Dictionary of Color
and found that cerise means cherry. 
Cherry itself comes from the Norman

Cherise, which is why the Three 
Headed Bumbler is aka, Norman 
Cherise. He’s the real Mr. Probity. 

Real, you ask? Yes, Realpolitik
as coined by Ludwig von Rochau:
something about the laws of power

in cerise flakes. What if he’s wrong?
We could settle for fuchsia, rose,




To save a salvo—not Dogsbody,
not this time: the ablative
of salvus: true safety 
in we the MaGni/Fic/encE.
Fuori pericolo, because
Italian unhurts the blunt
sound. Musica universalis:
those bodies unboned  
reaching Śábda, that crown 
chakra and white light. 

What can we add to Advaita
Vedanta? Say the numb 
dead, brain-scratched 
default of an itch, after 
thirty three generations. 
Ravenous, just ravenous. 
Cheddar and Camembert,

lifted by a sprig of grapes,
oily with hickory bacon,
flapjacks and a double
cheeseburger. I cower
with chicken tenders
but have no chickens. 

The intransitive verb:
to make a bid or tender
my resignation and fly
through the holy tendere,





was once abuse and slang.

This quaint language
once calmed the world.

This quarantined language
is why we are so isolated.

This quartz language
is unsettling and opaque.

This quire of paper
took a forest to make.

This quayside’s now
high and dry, the river silted up.

This quark eludes
scientific observation; is conjecture.

This quizzical look
means I am bewildered too.

This quilted prison
is the harshest cage I have been in:

a queer country
beyond travel or dream.

This quiet man
once ruled the world he knew.

You quisling, you.
I have betrayed myself again. 

Quick, quick nurse:




We interrupt this podcast
to bring you the following breaking news.

Pit-a-pat. Cresh-heap. Ding-moe. 










Bernard Saudade is to blame for our lower 
respiratory tract infections. 
3.9 million deaths. Two dolts.

Caspar and Bernard 
and some tortured nursery rhymes. 





They forfeit rapture for an ounce of light
and an inside joke. It’s the one
about Beta2 agonists 
and a low-yielding 
account.  

When all else fails, cop 
the Proto-Germanic daulaz and romp.
Narration ends at 7:39. 
So much for the carrion. 

You told me it was about a Eurasian Magpie.
I was wrong. What about that patch
of blue bare skin around the eyes?
That unglossed tail? That dull
black plumage? That was in our last
book right before the bit 
about Jackdaws. 

Careful, the collection 
agencies are calling. Debt is mounting.
No forgiveness. I am guilty of turritopsis 
dohrnii. Not that! Just I. Not we. The rest
are festive. Caricatures 




Cinder eyes of flakes, cropped dark: don’t
get used to nothing. The dead rise from their graves
with a diminutive of ballo. 
Spin up ballare with your short white
tutu and smack the body line. This slight degree of root
holds appeal for proper names
combined with affix. 
		Stuff a suffix and follow a thread
to eight notable exceptions: Bucko, Daddio, Garbo, Kiddo, 
Smoko, Wacko, Jacko and Ricko. Eight degrees of a ballet’s
separation. 
Their ballet, “Loanwords”, flopped. They should of played
Doom Headed Three. One by one, the eight notable exceptions
committed suicide: 

1)	Bucko jumped off a bridge. 
2)	Daddio hung himself with a belt from a door. 
3)	Garbo overdosed on sleeping pills. 
4)	Kiddo drove his car down a ravine and roasted in flames.
5)	Smoko was clever and drowned in the ocean at night with fog. 
6)	Wacko pulled a comb on the police and was shot in the face.  
7)	Jacko starved himself in his apartment and rotted up the place.
8)	Ricko the lead slit his wrists and bled to death on a rug. 

From now on, the afterlife’s oblivion in death plays for four
horsemen and not for eight notable exceptions 
of the Otherworld. 
Will there be a final review,
a chance to put ones affairs in order? We just need 
to know before the end of the month when it all runs out. 
Who have we hired to write the obituary? His name is Willie
Faithhaven. He’s a family friend who was Saved one night
watching a local televangelist. 
			Limbo clicks with neglect 
and no fear of danger like the effects of psychotropics. 
Three cheers for Willie Faithhaven! 
Willie! Willie! Willie! 
		Below, the purification of the elect
becomes law. There are just a few left 
for the pods who will induce sleep. Mummification
as the new sport plays on The Afterlife Bar & Grill’s
new LED television. Eat crow, yells a man 
from West Virginia, but we’re stuffed
 to suffocation with crow and prefer 
to just cease. We lost our three-headed guard dog
at the opening and have weakened with blasphemy stretched
on racks. 
	Do we submit so easily to the revival? Khôra
will murder Willie Fairhaven. Deploy her again to emancipate
the last traces of the radical other. Resist the oppression forms
of praxis unleashed from the cruel majority. She is neither
present nor absent, neither active nor passive—not good.
Not evil. Khôra is neither alive nor dead. She has no meaning,
nor essence. She has no identity. She is tout autre. 
We want her. We need her to escape extremes. 




I wonder what it is won’t let us rest?
What keeps us awake at night, humming 
hit tunes and approaching the shadows
to ask why they are haunting me.

The spaces contained in each dream
are big enough for every horror, 
every sound the band could make, 
even the boys in Doom Headed Three.

Everything is tickety boo, the world
is drifting by. If I shut my eyes
all I can hear is the electric smudge
and crackle of their greatest hits.

I am on the treadmill of terror, 
the moebius ghost train, trapped 
in the secret elevator of desire.




The Ceremony of Air dons its kármán line—
exposed, the open vertebrae
of a stolen carcass. 

Our angle of attack—cord line
of an airfoil, massacres every bit player

from Probity to the Underachievers—leaves
stick figures in their place. It’s our zero lift axis
instead of the classical conflict 
with drones. 

Narrate the edges with a fitting gloss, 
like the fixed datum
of a sore chorus—our rendition of Mickey Mouse Kimono
for two spoons and a feedback loop. 

About us, cambered wings of a degree critical
to the attack. How about some hilarity of coefficients? 

Not at this airspeed, punctured and bleeding 
varied—varied by a factor of three in two
not attacking.

The periphery has long been crossed—one hundred
and sixty kilometers black, up to a spicket. 

Let’s wear blue halos tonight and become
so thin that we cease to exist. Is the perigee low? 
Not on your life. Then sod-cease

at mesopause—the third highest level 
we reach by counting backward
from three. We be three, rough

and ready π and Mersenne prime—noblest 
of all digits, Trinitarians one less than a perfect

square. Vulgar fractions glide off our veneers
like Teflon Dons. We are the atomic number
of lithium. We are Holy Trinity, Hindu Trimurti,

the Three Jewels of Buddha, the Three Pure
Ones of the Toa and Triple 
Goddesses of Wicca.   

Sack this third light with its blind pineal eye, 
this demotion to a Hegelian dialectic 
of last minute field goals 
with their raw threepeats.  

How about a smile from Paul Gustave Louis Christophe Doré,
the one photographed by Nadar in 1867? 
Not a smile, just an accuser playing 
bass in Doom Headed Three. 

We perform incantations to hack support from 
our ancestors who remind us that Satanael is trolling
our posts. Couldn’t we just swap Semjâzâ for Satanael,
or Angra Mainyu for Semjâzâ? 
That’s the rub. No. 

All bits count. They have always counted,
exegetically, in spite of the narrative pressures
to redact them out of extinction. 

Probity’s really a Lieutenant Colonel reporting
to Colonel Marsupial Baltrice, aka Sam Dēofol—assigned
to the runner-up—the now tedious and overused 

Willie Faithhaven. Among his duties: re-thread holes,
patch fades, ignite glow, uproot pits, bundle signals,
crack abstracts, poke a tick, de-bing the ping, spam
the protocols of disobey, and forms of the half-shaped




Ms. Nightingale? No, Ratchet. 
Nurse Ratchet. 
We thought you died 
on Mount Vesuvius
with your speculum? It was a cupping vessel 
for bloodletting, you imbeciles and Vesuvius is perjury.
This rogue dramatis personae must stop. I grow weary 
of cuckoo and battleaxe, so disarmed 
by rubber bands and cotton swabs.   
One of us needs a lobotomy. Let it be me. You, Ratchet? 
Who’s the first person in this narrative? Is I, I? Which I?
		Me, with my frontal lobes and prefrontal cortex, peering out
from this geometry: it’s me. Well, me as psychosurgery of us. Us? Nightingale
and Ratchet together forever, flattening our affect. 
Perhaps, or really in proximity
to and relevant within shades, it’s more of a hypochondriasis  
with a three percent margin of error. We include
somatoform disorder among our affects,
	and spin up halos with sparkling hands. 
Did your moral or morale suffer? Is this an interrogation
or an iteration? It’s conversion disorder! Finally, sense! 
Why the regression when this singularity is so crisp?
Simple, an exegesis on mundanity is itself mundane.
Why mope in reductionism when folios burgeon by rote? 
Mere rote, or the spontaneous combustion of pure form,
undarkened by measly deprecation? The latter, that’s easy.
Yes. Quite right, tilting an axis and imploding negations
preempts a liquidation into abstraction and Silly Putty.     
Love the liquid silicone and the Newtonian fluid robust




Let’s say it with lungs: 
we moan for not having written 
the Hortus Deliciarum. 

If only those semi-quadratic
neumes with pairs 
of four-line staves

were ours. But no! Who the hell 
is Harrad of Landsberg? 
Throw the bugger

in the pits of hell,





Then it/she/he/were/where/there minus the pulpy minimalism 
of pop dialogue: dialogo sopra i 
due massimi sistemi del mondo—among forbidden 
books and the formal license 
of the Inquisition. No mutant dare ask

about lunch nor falling bodies 
and dropped balls. Salviati plays himself.
Better motion in air with bobs of lead. 
This cork of otherwise. May these blokes get suspended,
uniformly accelerating through dark matter 

to elapsed time (d ∝ t 2). When questioned,
it’s superseded not suspended
through this clumsy interface. 

The core of our bodies are dissed by light.
We can longer read. Impetus is self-dissipating.
We’re in this free-fall vacuum reaching terminus. Not. 
Not one of us or you either because Sidereus Nuncius
was written in 1610 and we’re busting chops.
We, earnest and dear. We, fallible 
and unimagined. 

We write letters to the aether. It’s hollow. No retort.
We default to a fat cat named 
Grand Duchess Christina who spits
up hair balls. This legacy of dropped 
from the index. By now, complexity takes a life.
Awesome pair. Mixed random. How much resentment 
can topple a commemorative coin or a giraffe in flames? 

The answer lies in sunspots and lemon olives. We’re heliocentric
in the op-ed, written by a martyr for the cause. Damn 
this confession, when so much more is at stake—harmonia,
dexterity and somersaults over narrative sequences. 
More danger lurks behind the hamper. 




We trailed clothes and bags behind us,
abandoned camps as we left them,
knowing we’d never return. The Colonel
decided when we’d move on the fall
of the dice; ditto what our soundtrack
would be. Music for the day
was played through giant speakers
some of the servants held up
at the back of the column, volume
turned up to max. The women
of the revolution led us towards
freedom, the compass needles
spun in disarray, the camels
stumbled awkwardly, following
their noses towards water
and their next meal. Dr. Macklow
was always on hand with drugs
to keep us marching, keep us
focused and aware; or aware
enough to make us walk.
Trailing clothes and bags
we made our exodus,
endured our twenty years




Dr. Mic Macklow is to blame your Honor.
We are guiltless, have little to show for his obsequious deeds,
fawning to please,
segueing these rips one slice
to another with spice.

Mic’s the Doom alias, not these Latinisations
nor noms de guerre, hacker’s handles, regnal names, pseudepigrapha   
	with their mock-asterism




















































Call me “Mr. Probity the Soliloquy Thief.” 
I’m part griffin, wyvern, basilisk, amphisbaena, 
harpy, sphinx, cockatrice, on display 

on a rosewood altar with a red lacquered boite, 
or in earth-wide baths of gannets and cormorants, 
still immune to the axe-edge of my breathpuffs 

stinging like syringes. I spread halos of my spores. 
I rise and ebb and join metal pricks of comb to collect 




I am hovering above grey,
beyond feeling blue,
trying not to slip
into shadow. 
The reviewer
suggests that he read
her first but he didn’t:
that was me. Here, despair
and ego battle it out
and the smell of sulphur
is never far away. 
Hold fire and hope 
the pits of hell
are extinguished soon,




Did you hear the one about Machenschaft? 
How about das Ereignis? 
Or das Geschichte des Seyns? 
I squander my humanness on a plead for purity, 
opt to unfold and stand forth as finite 
and antitype. To forego attunement: tekhne, phusis.  
I shun the granted. I shun 
the articulated notion
of ousia. I underplay the gravity
of disappointment and relinquish my legacy.
Debase me with more lethal effects.   
I plead: eskaton, logos. 
Will you be my maître-penseur? 
This ever-shrinking coterie.
This paranoid scandal. 
These machinations: macht, machen.
This machine: res cogitans.  
I threw you and fell: dasein. 
How inauthentic can this be/become: seinsfrage? 
Blut und boden? No, there is no readiness.
Nothing is all, which didn’t emerge
by itself with dull biologism. 
How far away? Not far, this plantar
fasciitis is ruining the sprint. 






Or call me “Three Headed Doom”
and be glad you don’t live next door.

I can’t live without you, but you cannot
do that here. All I ever need is you pet
in the ghost zoo of my mind.

Shine a light, shine a light,
check the solar differential.

I am weak. There could be
anything in the shadows but
there’s probably nothing in it

at all. I need a new house, need 
to understand the laws of motion.

Seclusion is confusion, dark boats
will take me to a new land




Pinocchio, we bastards, we of bad faith, bare-faced, bold-faced:
our freedom, and this totalizing, grand scale and victim, bluffing
as a tactic, indeed concocted, bullshit falsehoods: to save face, lie,

the butler lie, sent electronically, deceives us: we, who ate the white
chocolate: sarcasm, implying the lie used as a euphemism for deceit:
we deliberately hold back relevant facts, talk carefully, not to harm

the third part, unfaithfully faithful as temporary, statuesque, a second
person tells a third, a fourth, a fifth, a sixth, a seventh, an eighth: nine:
someone devoured this requiem: a tenth: may be plausible, to give

these directions to a tourist building narrative experience: puerility,
unexperienced, often affected by a current malaise boxed in/on living 
past a dandy of us, virgin in soul, before clatter and a voice of ends:

lightly, though and tamed as a white lie, this encounter, precursor
steeped, which meant to do good, only as a fib of being out tonight
after dark: something so mild as improper punctuation, to now evade

because a higher force knows: an ellipsis misrepresents the truth: coy,
or redundant: when all else fails flip it into Latin, Greek or German:
French, really, does the trick with its trope of postponed gloss: haystack

answers, that’s it: the legendary leprechaun hid his pot of gold in a bog:
honestly, we didn’t mean a confabulation: we, heart-sure, in eras of clef,
tickle with misinformation and taste: yes, the jocose lie, in jest with third

parties, teasing the irony toward absolute death, elaborate, as in a tall 
tale: cop a cliché for the Crick Crack Club of London, awarded, coveted,
till the annual title of World Champion Liar brings a mail bag: the stork 

brought us, you know Santa Claus, the Tooth Fairy, the Easter Bunny: 
this lie is by omission, order to foster what pre-exists, griping with tongs:
Pinocchio was falsely reported as consumer fraud: really, minimization: 

not dissembling nor purveyor of truth: a noble lie, clean shaven, beneficial
to others, living longer with less dependence on pedagogy and a religion 
filling voids: perjures us, we of simple mind and colloquial intent, submit

to testimonies relied upon as truth: these polite lies of etiquette: gentlemen,
so bring you puffery speaking with forked tongues, duplicitous fork, now
a forked tongue, slaughtered or captured have heard the tongue at the Peace

Conference, designed by the Iroquois to be a viewed from nowhere: prostrate:
white light reemerges, avoiding to convey the awkward question: we’ve
been coerced to a lie by omission, lie by the midway answers of wizards,

using ForensicPsy and the Psy7Faces to read lies by facial expressions:
grabs me a lager and please find the family romance between Aristotle, St.
Thomas Aquinas, later to condemn to die in the Immanuel Kant’s Synthetic  

Apriori, before arguing against the time, for human is as human does, or pays
another to do tell the truth out of the those feint to mislead the ad: wolves
and killdeer break the eggs on their way to screen Walking to Borås by Jim Dine (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Jim_Dine" \o "Jim Dine​):

bugger Carlo=Collodi: bugger Parson=the caricature: bugger Z=Aesop, the world’s 
Chicken Little leaves to lie about theories of the falling. Alarmist: Sun-burned,
prepares to shed this Max Headroom and leaves hearing as Leviathan speaking: 

“In war, force and fraud are the two cardinal virtues.” Fuck Hobbes, The Prince:
ore on a Flechter Jones E55, lends diamond-studied rims with a Golden Retriever 
named Larry-Boy The Fib: this tangled web that we name Epimenides of Knossos:

knives and knaves as chooey toys to determine the depth of these infidels: lies
tell the truth teeth rubbed to grinded enamel: well sure, it’s a Machiavellian 
intelligence to reprogram mthysomania: it’s fantastica to lie before the lexicon,

which is a Tolysian belief system. That’s rather late: Augustine of Hippo penned
On Lying and Against Lying: Magna quæstio est de Mendacio: (“There is a great 
question in About Lying”), and he divided lines into eight categories: simple: lies

in religious teaching, lies that harm others, lies that hurt someone and helps others:
of course there are lies that please others in smooth discourse, rather sheepishly
ending in allowing harm to no one protecting someone from a skin defilement”

is filed: the big one confuses the enemy, sends them a deluge, faulty midwives,
ready for The Lake of Fire.  In this convoluted, Eddaic Gestaþáttr, the Ahurah  




Tangled web? Spiderfall, fly footprint, indeed a lake of fly.
Squashed everyone. Drowned in the bucket of pus
the flies have been perusing. In the eye socket of the corpse
new life and the life much longed for. I see. Puppetry
is beneath me, I prefer no strings. Bread before guns! 
A cup of tea before breakfast! Cereal before toast! 
Chicken before egg! Let me sleep before I go to work.

May the sky fall on our heads, may our heads fill the sky
and expand toward the stars. The little people have
already gone ahead and colonised the bookshelves and
the dark damp corners of the garden. A state of the art
invasion, if I might be allowed to speak. No, carry on
Major Gruntfuttock, we are always pleased to listen
to advice, especially from your esteemed self.

“There is always a weakest spot and ours is here.”
(cane points here) “But in a similar fashion, they
will have an Achilles’ heel, or possibly a nervous
disposition, like myself. Theirs is here.” (points cane)
“Ours is here. The pub is here. Where is my drink?”
(points cane, points finger, looks alarmed) “Is anyone
here at all interested? If not, you are all dismissed.”

Fall out. White mist shadow flake ash afterburn.
Roadkill instantaneous conflagration, urgent message
to base. We are under attack and dying. Wizards
and angels, stories and lies, cannot save us now.
Machiavellian intelligence be damned. There are 
no tourists any more, all skin is defiled and hurts





I regret to inform you
that you have fallen behind
with your payments
and we therefore 
regretfully inform you








It’s not the end, more of a stutter in time, a pause in the very shape of things. A metaphysical hiccup, a narrative device to make you sit on the edge of your seat, keep you wanting more.

It’s not the end, it’s an illusion in the landscape. The train track goes round the corner beyond the hill, the road disappears into a tunnel you hadn’t spotted; you can continue your journey towards wherever it is you are going.

It’s not the end. We want to know what happens to the band after they broke up, how they became so big in Asia. Why their songs became karaoke staples, covered by so many singing superstars.

It’s not the end, it’s a black hole that will suck us all to another dimension, another time, a wormhole for use by those lost in space. It’s the end of your voyage in one sense, in another there’s a new universe waiting to be explored.

It’s not the end. Remember those Sunday School lessons, those talks in school assembly? Whether you have been good or bad, time stretches away forever, an eternal heaven or hell, fictional lands that might turn out to be all too real.

It’s not the end, it’s just a diversionary dream, you have fallen asleep on the page. It is the weakest plot resolution of all: “Oh, I must have been dreaming.” You were, you are.





After the afterburn, 
a contrapuntal 
recitative for three
voices and one looney: Surely, you jest? Mr. Probity, 
Mr. Cherise and Mr. Puce bare their lungs
as intermezzo of screams
with demonic laughter  
and raspy phonemes. 





I am adrift in the endless river,
having surfed all night through 
the dark forest, dreaming of the sea
crashing into our beach house.

I am adrift in the endless river
of noise, the way I can hear everything
everywhere: the invisible church
hymning the dead and slamming

the doors in the faces of the past.
I cannot shift the shadows
or the images of doom, regret
and the pain I have gotten used to.

I am adrift in the endless river,
I am drowning in lost love.
I am adrift in the endless river;




Metal books in empty rooms…
books so big they can hardly be opened;
certainly not what you’d call page turners.

Decay’s secrets are hidden in walls
which flake and peel, rot and crumble
as we approach the secret library.

Doom’s declamations are hidden
in the ancient volumes on display,
writ large in oversized tomes.

This is reverse alchemy: gold
turned into shit, knowledge
spun into mud and straw,

the remnants of a society
that feasted on fascism,
killed everyone it could.

Empty pictures, silent music,
folded and creased lead;




Spinoff and Distrust were on the radio last night. Here’s the Captain in his red hat with a barrel of gold coins. Skeletons dressed in winding-sheets take refuge beneath a coffee table, wine flasks whip around in the storm. Pallid rolls of bread are made of pared human skulls. Fun howls up and fighting breaks out among the gallows.

They were hosting registrars and autonomous shipwrecks. Skin-boiled imps hauled wagons full of systems, but she had exhausted her credit. Skulking apparitions rang death knells and killed children on her mobile app. Mr. Spruce’s dogs’ dogs were decorated with crosses, are manned by legions of the undead. 

King Dead rides a mangy horse and carries a scythe. He plays the hurdy gurdy in a punk band called Doom Headed Three. Their hit? ‘Stilts Holding up the Eyes’. Crutches. Obsidian tools. Flanked by two black panthers, they don’t resemble or remember the earliest surviving polyphonic felines. 

Asa jolted forward, sickened by her setting. Reboot the faux bourbon! Bot-generated bluescreens of death appeal, but don’t call us archaic. The sucker yelled at the rotted bones which jerked in corpse-soaked ponds. Anonymous spammer romance died, identity theft lived. Fires burnt in the distance under her hut, soaking up twelve labourers.

Suffer the fumes. Asa’s father was wrapped in us not brute fancy. His skull plastered dead he will die in the Lord. The Colonel painted his concubines and menagerie with ochre to recreate his rude conceit. ‘Save me from the faces,’ she hummed, recalling stilted songs of wicked aurochs. ‘Save us from these wicked stags.’ She sketched her dread in the form of a march disorder, span up a saint and watched him. Halos with sparkling hands. 

Did you deflate? Not when walking. The never-dead cheer. Will our morals or morale suffer? Is the skin-worm destroyed? Do skin-worms destroy? Interrogation or iteration? It’s her, the forgotten, and more stay and remember. Why are the dead in pits beneath the floor? Where are the heatseekers? High heaven is distilled as psychosurgery. Us? Nightingale, eternal life and panic disorder, ratcheted together forever.

We will be resurrected perhaps, in proximity to Tuesday and will flaunt relevant shades. It’s more Greek parasite than hypochondriasis. How can the normal be found without a percentage margin of error? Include somatoforms and bacterial. incense. Who’s first? To whom do I owe the pleasure? Is there a person in this narrative? 





in the soft quiescent haze squints of late light
we hear we hear in the infrared pokes of salted
sweeps we hear we hear nanometers in packets
tiny wispy hear we hear vacuum ray tick voids
hear we hear vox parva unvoiced in chords we
hear the found hiss exhales hear we hear tones
totals cotton top tamarins and barbastelle bats 
we hear breeding roosts and croaking gourami
to evade eared moths we hear we hear here we
hear aspiration release the case not to say pins
when bins suffice to hear both the Argonauts 
and Psychonauts ward off inward waywards
and trolling memes we hear slingshotted hear
we not hearing not even whispers or coy hints
a selfie replicates and phrasing catching reflex
without muscle losing to late metrics and bids
to earn more than one last hour of skimp wage
supports a legacy stolen by neon neuroimaging
of the ones we call obituary boys to we hearing
we with ears the size of dunes resting the elect
in resistance we actually hear as arresting elect
noticeably absent from these future accolades 




It’s hard to write at the Afterlife Bar,
ghosts and memories surround me;
I have a surplus or nothing and something
to say, but the words get in the way and 
the abstraction feed exerts its pressure,
contorting the evening ambience into
ill-disposed fear. Home again, home again,
jiggedy jig. Bellboy, fratboy, homeboy…
everyone is a friend in this bar after
the light has gone, before night creeps in 
and news of Willie Faithhaven’s demise 
hits the television screens big time.

Ballet boys and powdered nosedives,
cinder eyes and pantomime smiles,
recharge the massacred drink glasses
and mop up fake tears and clichés.
Turn the jukebox up, clear a space
around the small stage by the bar.
This ain’t karaoke, this is genocide.
Bowie boys and batcave boys,
all smoke and slow smoulder, 
trance their way to the weekend.
Everybody lies and nobody cares





The Renaissance of Itches 
is codifying

with a rash—picks craniums
to sleep less, faster—longue durée
in desperate 

need of pomade. Yes sir,
the reflex to scratch 
is hedonic. 

Our hedonism and his, battling
the Socrates of Psoriasis
at the skin mart.

It’s the Underachievers  
versus the dips from Psoriasis:
two to one odds 

of the noose. Beatification 
brings penalties and the gifts
of aponia to the Colonel,

whose face gooses red, 
katastematic, clad in point
starter suit and cleats. 






I asked where she was staying
and she confirmed it was nowhere,

said she liked it very much, then asked
if she could have a bed for the night.

She spent the evening patrolling
the staircase, veiled from head

to toe, as cracked as the plaster
and paintwork. I knew she would

get into trouble with her mirror
sooner or later, and she did.

The sound of broken twilight drifted
into the rooms, no magic

could keep it out. I had to
resort to frozen vodka

and the chilled lemon olives
sprinkled with paprika

I had bought earlier that day.
Where would she stay in the future?

I asked. She said that nowhere suited
her as well as here. She moved

toward me then out onto the street,
without so much as a kiss or goodbye. 


